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Study resolution
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Virginia school divisions receive local, state, and 
federal funding

 Fairfax County accounts for $2.5B of the $10.5B in local funding
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Virginia school divisions receive less K–12 
operating funding per student than benchmarks
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SOQ-calculated funding amounts are substantially 
less than actual funding and benchmarks (FY21)

 SOQ formula 
calculated 
divisions needed 
$10.7B

 But divisions 
actually spent 
$17.3B
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SOQ formula is primary way state determines 
amount of K–12 education funding
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 Formula calculates fewer staff are needed than number 
actually employed and workgroup estimates

 Salary cost assumptions

▀ underweight staffing costs at large divisions that employ 
majority of staff 

▀ are adjusted at rates that usually trail growth in actual 
salaries paid

 Support cap and a few other Great Recession changes 
reduce funding for school divisions below prevailing costs
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SOQ formula calculations lack clear rational and 
do not reflect prevailing practice
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 State funding per student for higher needs students is 
less than several relevant benchmarks.

▀ State funding has increased for at-risk (low income) and 
English learners but declined for special education.

 Cost of competing adjustment, which is intended to 
address higher regional labor costs, uses old data and 
excludes several divisions.

 Formula does not account for small school divisions’ 
inability to achieve economies of scale, resulting in less 
funding than needed to operate.
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SOQ formula calculations lack clear rational and 
do not reflect prevailing practice (continued)
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 LCI used to apportion funding obligations between the 
state and localities

 Tax base assumptions are reasonably close to actual

 Many concerns unfounded

▀ Does not include tax-exempt property values

▀ Not skewed by one or a few extremely wealthy residents

▀ Excluding local land use & other tax policies is appropriate

 LCI recalculations each biennium can result in sudden, 
large losses of state funding
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Local composite index (LCI) is a reasonably 
accurate measure of ability to pay
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 Formula does not reflect prevailing practice, in part 
because it has been revised numerous times to reflect 
budget priorities and constraints

 Instead…

▀ SOQ formula should estimate funding needs

▀ General Assembly should appropriates an amount above, 
below, or equal to what formula estimates is needed

 New approach would improve transparency by (a) 
improving formula accuracy, while (b) providing 
legislature with the flexibility needed to set budgets
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SOQ formula should be used to guide—but not 
determine—budget amounts
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Virginia could adopt a student-based funding 
model, like most other states

State $ impact

$520MPartially replace SOQ formula

$1.2BFully replace SOQ formula
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Recommended formula changes & state budget impact
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Division-level funding impacts posted on website
https://jlarc.virginia.gov/
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 Local funding impact is the change in the local SOQ 
funding obligation, not the local budget

 Funding obligation for all recommendations combined is 
higher than the sum of all individual recommendations

 Estimates are based on JLARC staff’s model, not actual 
calculations in VDOE’s SOQ formula IT application

▀ Estimates are for what impact would have been in FY23
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Three things to keep in mind when looking at 
division-level financial impacts
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